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Remote Learning Environmental Expectations and Student Best Practices 

 

Dear Drake Parent/Guardians:  

As COVID- 19 has reshaped the way learning is administered to students, we must 
also revisit the way students enter their virtual classroom settings. This is or may 
be a new norm for us and we want to ensure we establish appropriate 
expectations for the 2020-2021 school year.  We are set to resume remote 
learning in the fall, and we ask that you discuss and enforce the expectations 
listed below with your student(s) before school starts.  These guidelines will be 
reiterated by their teachers when school begins. 

 

Arrival to your Virtual Classroom 

On-time arrival to class is imperative to ensure the student follows the lesson and 
can get the instructional concepts that are presented. If a student arrives late, 
he/she has missed vital information that is pertinent for understanding new 
lessons that are being introduced. Please encourage your child to arrive on time. 

 



 

 

 

 

Supplies 

Students should arrive with supplies pertaining to the class they are logged into at 
that time. If a student has several classes without a break the materials for each 
class should be available along with notebooks, pens, or pencils. Since virtual 
school is in real time every instructional minute is important.  

 

 

Comfortable Workspace 

It is essential to provide students with a comfortable workspace during virtual 
learning. Virtual class is “real school” and students must behave as such. Having a 
quiet area free of noise will help students concentrate and get into school mode. 
Providing a small separate space helps the student separate himself from 
home/relax mode to academic/school mode. 

        

  

 



 

 

 

 

Virtual Classroom Attire 

Students should dress themselves before logging on to the virtual class session. 
The following clothing items are suggested: school shirt, dress shirt, or t-shirt with 
short sleeves and shorts, pants or skirts.  The following items are not allowed: 
undershirt, pajamas or a shirt that would not be appropriate for school should not 
be worn on camera. Students should never arrive to virtual class with bare chests 
or  bare bottoms. 

 

 

 

 

 

Censoring Background Noise 

Providing your child with a quiet workspace free of background noise is essential 
for learning. The teacher and student are guests in your home.  If your child does 
not mute the speaker the teacher and other children are privy to your background 
conversations. This is a distraction for your student and their classmates. Allowing 
your child to utilize headphones is yet another strategic tip to void out noise. 



 

 

Your John B. Drake Family is excited to enter into a new academic year. We are 
confident that as a school community that we will work together diligently to 
successfully navigate through this process together.  We would like to thank you 
for your time and your continued support.  If you have any questions or concerns 
please feel free to contact the school.  

 

Respectfully, 

Your John B. Drake Family  

 

 An audio version of this Letter is below. Click on the link. 

John B. Drake's Remote Learning and Environmental Expectations 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RLBp9IAv1_fyJBRZhyNdTs7lt2qHsf4M/view?usp=sharing

